MENTOR GUIDELINE OVERVIEW
Hand out number 4
The Mentors will consist of four (4) active nobles for each new noble. Mentors
will be provided detailed information about Shrine activities committees, clubs,
units, fund raiser projects and the administrative organization of Shrine.
The New Noble will be assigned and contacted immediately when his application
is first received and he will be mentored throughout his first year in Shrine.
The Mentors will not be alone – we plan to hold orientations, briefings, group
sessions with the New Noble and with his family, plan hospital trips, socials, Unit
& Club visits, and any other activity you can think of that will determine his
interest and how he best fits into our Shrine family.
The Mentor will promote positive relationships with the Nobility. As mentors you
can set the tone of and climate for his acceptance and trust in us. Mentors are
introducing the new Noble and his family to his Shrine fraternity – presenting them
to those who came before.
Mentors can also be the first to spot a problem if one should arise. You will also
be the ones to spot our future leaders.
Our goal is to greet a happy New Noble and his family who will become eager to
participate in Ben Ali Shrine.
The Mentor program is designed to be perpetual. The New Noble is mentored for
the first year, the second year he becomes the assistant Mentor and then in the third
year, he will be the mentor and the second year Noble will be the assistant and so
on.
You will be asked to participate. That includes the Ambassadors, Outer Guard,
Greeters, activities committee personal and any other Shriner who desires to help.
The very life of Ben Ali just might depend on your participation in this project.
We believe this will be a very satisfying and rewarding experience and guess who
will probably get the most out this program? Your right, YOU THE MENTORS.!
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While the last hand out is being given to you; once again on behalf of Chuck
Brooks and his Divan I would like to thank you in advance for your willingness to
participate in the 2009 Mentor Program.

The sooner you fill out the Mentor Questionnaire the faster you will be matched up
with our new nobles.

If you would look at the Mentor Guideline sheet you will notice a number of
activities which can be done with the new noble. EXPLAIN

This entire presentation can be reviewed and downloaded on the Ben Ali Shrine
Web page.

We are now open for any Questions and Answers!
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